Let the machines do the heavy lifting

Deloitte Kinetic Finance Startup (KFS)

Kinetic Finance Startup can propel your organization’s journey to becoming a Kinetic Enterprise by delivering a simplified and improved finance transformation experience.

It uses digital automation to enable a rapid SAP S/4HANA Finance implementation that not only delivers better data quality, accelerates your timeline, and ties up fewer business resources, but also does so with less risk, less resource commitment, and less overall effort, helping you achieve the most value in the shortest timeframe. KFS helps accelerate the most time-consuming part of a Finance Transformation program – data design and harmonization.

Why now?

Rapidly changing markets, global economic pressures, technology evolution, and a constant stream of disruptive forces put huge demands on leaders. The need for business agility has never been greater. To take your business to the next level, you will need to become a more kinetic enterprise—one that can move with impact and maximizing opportunities.

Reduce effort, increase value

**Auto-intake** of existing configuration design, master data, and transactional balances.

**Intelligent harmonization** of existing data and configuration.

**Auto-Implementation** configures and loads master data and transactional balances.
How Kinetic Finance Startup benefits your business

**Accelerated Timeline**
The solution applies digital automation to consume the sources of your financial data and then translates it into a proposed framework, achieving what would be months of work in the first three weeks.

**Less Resources**
KFS automatically collects existing systems configurations and data and harmonizes it, then creates the new configuration, loads all the data, and performs testing—all within just days of machine processing time.

**Deeper Insights**
Freed from the traditional upfront steps of design workshops and requirements gathering, key personnel can concentrate on guided analysis and validation of results, speeding up the feedback loop and keeping discussions sharply focused.

**Better Data**
KFS uses digital automation to harvest and reconcile data, across multiple ERP systems, reducing error-prone manual data input and producing cleaner, more accurate results.

**Reduced Risk**
By reducing the time commitment of resources typically required and starting with client-ready data, KFS reduces the operational risk of a lengthy ERP implementation.

**Increased Flexibility**
Kinetic Finance Startup is designed to handle legacy systems based on multiple ERP products. It currently supports ECC, JDE, and PeopleSoft, with Oracle EBS under development.